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About This Game
Labyrinth Simulator offers you a endless levels of labyrinths and imagination. In Labyrinth Simulator you are the part of the
game. Make your own level, publish it or download a level created by community, play it with your friends or play it with your
own. Endless levels, endless choises. Labyrinth Simulator offers you a great journey where you can solve a labyrinth with your
own or you can get help of your frinds on this journey.

Single Player
Play level created by us or created by community. You can save your own level on level builder and play it yourself.

Co-Op
You can tell your friends to join you in this awasome journey. 4 player allowed at once. Random spawn, who finds the exit first
is the winner.
Play featured level created by us or created by community.

Level Creator
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The journey will not end when you finish featured level on Labyrinth Similator. You can create your own levels, publish them
and get rating from community.
Be the part of the game. You can download level which is created by the community of the Labyrinth Simulator.
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Title: Labyrinth Simulator
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Phoenix Game and Publisher Studio
Publisher:
Phoenix Game and Publisher Studio
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2015
b4d347fde0

English,Turkish
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I wanted to like this game so much but simply can't reccomend it.
I got to the third puzzle after having to look up the solutions to the first 2. (Honestly, the solutions feel more like a random
string of actions than a thoughtful procedure) After reaching the 3rd room and collecting clues, I was left wondering WTF I was
meant to do.
The backgrounds were nice enough but specifically in the 2nd room, the vision effect was terrible. I had trouble seeing anything
let alone the clues.
The horror element of this game felt very cheap, relying solely on jump scares and creepy, yet random, music ques.
I could go on about the problem I have with this game, but I hope this was enough to steer people away. There's plenty of other
things to play, at both higher qulaity and a lower price point.
. It's kinda like if you mixed Metroid with Myst. I like it.. This game is (curently) not really optimized for Oculus Touch. I
turned on the option to rotate via the right stick, but it's not working.
The first "mission" with Jet-9 was nice and I had fun until the dragon appears because of some bugs. This is more a tutorial than
a solo mission (only around 15 minutes). I also tried to test the race mode but I didn't find a way to flight with the dragon,
maybe also a problem with the oculus touch. Please insert also a single mission for the dragon to explain how to handle it.
The multiplayer is nice to play but could be better. I expected more but the multiplayer and the flying with Jet-9 is a big pro and
working really great. I never thought that fying with a jet pack is possible without sickness, so it's absolut funtastic! 10 buck is
also very cheap\/fair but please keep in mind you will get (currently) an beta (multiplayer) and an alpha version (solo).
For Oculus you need a third sensor because of the not working swing-to-turn.
I changed my review to recommended, because of the fair price and the desription whith an focus of multiplayer :-)
@developer: Thanks for the response and the fix of the missles (made no sense without it on oculus touch). It's a good start :-).
A very nice game with tricky puzzles. The graphics are not the newest but its still a game which can be very enjoyable because
of the story. In addition you must save your game with small breaks because of the lack of autosave and of game over situations
(fire in the woods or the stealth part) where you must load the last save you made. Because of this issue I had lots of replays
because I forgot to save my game and I had to replay 3 hours of the game again.. Such a fantastic, open-ended game. You can
make a swarm of little ships, build space miners, build dry docks, put thrusters on your planets, etc.
Diplomacy is a bit wonky, and if you don't spam a bunch of ships as soon as you meet the other empires, they will declare war
on you. But aside from that, it's pretty interesting to explore and populate new star systems.. quite fast and quite accurate
does what it says
a card with good amount of VRAM is a near must , else displaying the rendered mesh can be a problem.
although there are work arounds.
8gb ram is the stated minimum, 16 gb is more like the real normal.
and yes ,you need a NVIDIA graphic card..!!!!.
AMD buffs should get ready to miss out on some of the features.
ite graphics card does bulk of the work .... CUDA cores essentially.. There are some mechanics spoilers, and I haven't blacked
them out, so if you don't want to see them, don't read any further.
I want to like this game, but it's too slow for the pay off. Being a roguelike game, there are obviously frustrating moments, like
getting to level four only to discover that apparently some enemies can blast you against the wall at nearly full health and insta
kill you. Well, FTL and Don't Starve have those moments too, but at least they don't seem as slow as this game.
I don't have a problem with turn based games--original XCOM is one of my favorie games, and some of those turns can be quite
long. The problem here is, that it just isn't as fun for me. This isn't really objective, as some reviewers don't mind it. What I
really find frustrating is that when you loot sarcophagi it can take you a full turn to equip the item, unless it's the first item. For
example, if you loot a shield and you didn't have one before, it's automatically equipped. If you already had a shield, you now
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have to choose to spend a whole turn equipping it. The problem is the turn based system for this game. It's the whole design. It
seems to be built around initiative, so you get our speed up and it seems you get more turns, but it still just takes way too long.
I really like all the different equipment and spells you can get: armor, helmets, amulets, defensive\/offensive spells, and
weapons. Probably my favorite spell is the vampire spell which allows you to take half an enemie's life.
There is a lot of thought put into this game, for sure, and I do enjoy trying to figure out the mechanics myself. Some enemies
you kill will turn into white bat-like creatures that you can heal yourself with, or they may heal or kill certain enemies. There are
also black bat-like creatures that can heal or harm you and enemies. There are certain conditions for that which you have to
figure out. You can knock enemies into walls, each other, and various items and have completely different reactions. It can be
quite dangerous figuring out what new spells do, as they can hurt you. There are different kinds of traps: acid\/gas, fire, freeze,
spikes, etc. and each level is random. There are a lot of different things going on each turn, and you can't stick around too long
in the levels as enemies spawn in from the left, and you really don't want to face all of them.
I like a lot of things about this game, but it's just so slow. I may play it again, but I really can't recommend it, because I know a
lot of people aren't going to like this aspect.. This is clearly a mobile port with timed quests, energy and repetitive gameplay.
Don't play this
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fun game, starts out very easy and has progressed to near impossible, still not sure about whether upgrades to engine or tires is
available. A couple of the tracks I find I just dont have enough acceleration to get over objects, and believe me, I have spent
hours trying over and over to get past 1 point without success. I purchased the seasons pass which was to unlock and allow me to
play 6 additional DLC packs, they show up in the game, but when I click them, it asks me to buy them again. I have sent an
email to UBIsoft, waiting on their reply. I purchased the game through Steam, and the Season Pass with Steam, maybe thats why
theres a glitch between Steam and Ubi..dunno, but Im into this for $24 Canadian and no online play and got half of what I paid
for.. People purchased this game on PC expecting a PC port. Instead, we got a port that includes the following:
- Parity with consoles "Is being worked on" meaning the PC version doesn't even have the same data as the console versions.
Frame time, combo success etc. is all potentially broken/incorrect in the PC version, and the Nintendo Switch Version in fact.
- Locked at 30fps in every menu in the game.
- Locked at 30fps during Fatalities, Brutalities etc.
- Locked at 30fps in the Krypt when you're literally running around in 3rd person, not to mention the awful frame pacing.
- The graphics look like they have been downgraded.
- Simulated water effects in different stages rendered at 30fps even though the game itself during fights runs at 60fps.. looks
very awkward.
- Crashes every now and again with a straight CTD, no crash report pop up to identify the reason.
- Despite the game running at 60fps during a fight, again, despite the aweful frame pacing, whenever you pause it instantly
jumps down to 30fps and in some cases causes stutter going back into the fight.
- When using Teamspeak while having MK11 running, my microphone will crackle according to my friends. Even when tabbed
out. It will only stop when the game is no longer running.
I haven't even jumped into online play yet. Don't even know if I want to.
We got shafted again, first with MKX and now with MK11. I'm an idiot for buying into this with the hope of NRS changing
their ways and making a decent PC port but I guess the fact that there was NO PC BETA should have rang alarm bells.
I CANNOT RECOMMEND THIS PRODUCT, purely from a PC gamers perspective.
What a shame, NetherRealm Studios. You got me again.. Buy this collection of sweet electronic music and get a frustrating
minigame for FREE!. If you want a game where you can have some fun, change some history, plan some battles, and all the
while think up the ways history could be changed, this is a great game to do so. I've played this off and on since I picked it up
originally in high shcool, and I still come back to it, because it is a fun little game that the hours just seem to tick by. It's kinda
fun to see what happens if Italy was actually competent in WW2 (With you in charge) or how a unified South America can
impact the world stage. With editing that isn't to dificult, you can even write your own scenarios, or make whole new countries.
Worth getting if any of that sounds fun.. Ah Starscape... what's not to love?
Space shooter? Nice.
Physics based handling? Not bad.
Upgradable ship designs? Pretty good!
Lots of semi-interesting characters with a less than vomit-inducing plot? Not great, but it could be worse.
So... what's not to love? Why's this a thumbs down vote?
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Well... here's the rub: the handling on your ships is very realistic, but it's slow and clunky. I'm alright with that, normally. It
requires some planning of momentum and some good piloting to be competent, and that's fine.
The problem is that the boss battles aren't designed for the controls nor the physics of the game. They assume perfect, pristine,
pin-point keyboard turning in rapid order. I'm fine with that if the interface made such a realistic possibility. Unfortunately,
starscape's boss battles are like waltzing into the olympics' figure skating event wearing cross country skiis.
It doesn't matter how good you are, the controls simply flat out SUCK for trying to fight the bosses, and player skill seriously
only has a very small amount to do with it. Someone with godlike reflexes could theoretically get through in a few tries, but
most of your boss battles involve being expected to start moving out of the way before a boss even begins to box you in, without
knowing when or where that attack will come from. If your ship were even remotely possible to be set up to cope with that,
great, but it's not.
Keyboard turning and physics-based thrust maneuvering simply doesn't work for the style of bosses that Starscape throws at
you.
The rest of the game is fun and fine, a few minor nitpicks here and there, but it's good overall... but the act-ending bosses are
mandatory, and they suck HARD. I don't mean "it's difficult", I mean it in the sense of "this is one of the worst design decisions
I've ever seen anyone ever make... did they even play test this to see if it was fun?".
Any fun you get from the game will be sucked dry as soon as you're stuck in a boss battle, and since the controls and interface
flat out aren't up to the task of fighting the bosses, it's going to make you pull your hair out over it. I highly advise staying the
hell away from Starscape just in general. Unless you're a masochist, then go right ahead.
Anyway, to stress it again, there's a difference between "difficult" and "bad design and poor UI\/controls". Having
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor interface does not equate to "difficulty", it just equates to being BAD.

Final Verdict:
Not worth it, even if it's on sale for $1. You'll probably break a keyboard that cost more than $1, even if you don't have a history
of such, and are a pretty mellow person normally. While the game has lots of really good points to it, and does a lot of stuff very
well, it's flaws are gamebreaking. When you put more effort into fighting the game's interface than you do fighting the boss, the
game's a bust.

Score: About 35%. It has some really good stuff, but the flaws are devastating and overpower any potential the game had..
captivated at first by the alluring 18+ contents.
stayed for the plots
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